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The tarmac at Deer Park Municipal Airport isn’t as hot as the exhaust fuming from their Fire Boss tanker as it comes in for an afternoon landing. The pilot, Eric
Johnson, wipes the sweat from his brow and he climbs out of the plane. He just returned from the Colville area to drop about 800 gallons of water from Lake
Roosevelt on a small wildfire.

Tuesday was the first day of the plane’s 60-day contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Washington Department of Natural Resources. The aircraft will
be stationed at the airport to respond to local wildfires as its pilot stands by inside the airport’s office.

There are only three out of 57 total Fire Bosses in the United States to fight wildfires. There’s one in Coeur d’Alene waiting for a contractor and one being used
near Boise. The majority of them are based in Europe with Spain, Italy and Croatia leading the pack. The planes are Air Tractor 802s with amphibious floats
manufactured out of Minnesota. They can scoop water from nearby rivers and lakes to help ground crews put out fires, raging in the wilderness.
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Johnson has been a pilot since 1971 and fighting fires from the air for 22 years. Being stationed out of Deer Park is an easy commute since he only lives 20
miles away. He says the best part of his job is the satisfaction that he’s helping.

“I’m just flying the planes and dropping it where the guys really fighting the fires, need it. We try to knock them down so it’s safer for the guys on the ground.
They’re the ones that put out the fire,” Johnson said. “If I see the ground guys down the street and they say ‘great job on such-and-such fire’, I feel really
good.”

The aircraft is possible because of joint funding with DNR and BIA. The contracted price of $244,000 pays for the aircraft’s 60 day availability, but when the
plane needs to be used to fight fires, an additional $3,988 is paid per hour to provide for crews and fuel. That hourly use charge is paid for by whoever
requests the use of the plane.

The Fire Boss doesn’t fight alone. Just after Johnson returned from his Colville drop, a helitack crew of firefighters based out of Ellensburg stopped at the
airport to refuel. The firefighter squad leader, Garrett Grant, said they were just fighting the small Colville fire as well, but were previously working on the 800
acre Navarre Fire near Chelan.

“Last night we popped a fire out near Potato Creek,” Grant said. “We had a storm track through Ellensburg and go north. We’ve been moving our rotors
around the state to cover it.”

Grant added that the four-man crew dropped about 15 buckets on top of the fire southwest of Colville that afternoon to support the ground troops. The fire
was likely started by lightning strikes that swept through the area. DNR officials say there were 6,208 strikes in a 24-hour period on July 9.

After the helitack crew’s Deer Park fuel stop, Grant said they would head back to Colville to stage at the airport.

Both aircraft use water drops to fight fires, but the Fire Boss holds more volume. That requires longer and fewer trips. Johnson’s dispatch took him a hour and
a half to complete, but he only accomplished four water loads on the fire. It took him 30 minutes to go to and from Lake Roosevelt and scoop up water. The
aircraft’s cockpit sits behind the hopper and Johnson has a small window in front of his knees that allows him to see the water.

“If there’s a goldfish in there, I can see him swim by,” Johnson said explaining in addition that he’s actually never seen a fish inside the hopper.

“But it makes for a good story. I could have Fred the Goldish. He could be my pet,” Johnson added.

That is until he drops the 800 gallons of water on the wildfire below.

A helitack crew flies in for a fuel stop. The Ellensburg-based crew was up north fighting a small fire southwest of Colville.
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